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I was working a project recently that required me to filter records by a date range. This represented a
rare case where my use of DataMgr seemed to make my life more difficult rather than easier.

I had already set the site up to use relation fields (saving me hours of time), so I wasn't eager to scrap
my use of DataMgr for this one hurdle (the advice I would generally give any time someone says
DataMgr might add work).

DataMgr allows filtering by any field by passing in a structure of keys (in the "data" argument of the
getRecords method) matching the names of the fields. This filtering, however, is only based on
equality. I could also use the "advsql" argument to pass in SQL for a WHERE clause. This would work,
but if the field by which to filter is a relation field than this would require passing in the SQL for the
relation field.

I didn't want to give up the functionality of the relation fields. I could have used DataMgr's
getFieldSelectSQL() to get the SQL for each each field, but that seemed like a lot of trouble.

So, it seemed like the ideal time to add a feature that had been on my list for some time. Hence,
filters were born.

To use filters, pass in an array to the "filters" argument. Each item of the array should be a structure
with the following keys:

field (required): The name of the field to filter (can be a real field or a relation field).
value (required): the value by which to filter.
operator (optional): The operator by which to filter. Uses "=" if nothing else is passed in. 

possible values: =,>,=,

This feature allowed me to filter records where the AppliedDate was between January 1, 2007 and
January 16, 2007:

<cfset aFilters = ArrayNew(1)>

<cfset sFilter = {field="AppliedDate",operator=">=",value="1/1/2007"}>

<cfset ArrayAppend(aFilters,sFilter)>

<cfset sFilter = {field="AppliedDate",operator="<=",value="1/16/2007"}>

<cfset ArrayAppend(aFilters,sFilter)>

<cfset qApplicants = Application.DataMgr.getRecords(tablename="applications",filters=aFilters)>

This code works just the same if "AppliedDate" is an actual field in the "applications" table or if it is a
relation field defined for that table.

Now records can be filtered in DataMgr using operators other than equality.

Filters are available in DataMgr 2.2 Alpha. DataMgr is open source and free for any use.
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